CHEAP COAL HERE
Promises Revolution in Fuel Business.
HEPPNER MINES PRODUCT
Thoroughly Tested on Sunday by O. R. & N. Co.
RESULTS VERY SATISFACTORY

TELLER: "At the opening of the Secretary's Department, the amount of coal duty on coal shipped from this point will be $2 per ton."

OFFICIAL: "The report from the Secretary shows that the country is now in a state of revolution, and coal should be reduced to $2 per ton."

TELLER: "The Secretary has been instructed to reduce the coal duty to $2 per ton.

BE DRESSY and wear a Black Suit bearing this famous mark.

TO SAVE BAUMANN
Defense Will Try to Prove Killing Accidental.

UNT TO MURDER DENIED
Presentation Hears to Theory That He Intended to Buy the Heap,Used and Fred Adams. Bonnivard instead.

Upon the testimony of three important witnesses in the case, it is claimed that Baumann intended to purchase a heap of coal in the harbor.

The defense will present evidence that Baumann was not present at the scene of the crime and that there is no proof of his guilt.

TOPEKA.

BUFFALO & PENDLETON
"AND STARK BYS"

NO PAIN HERE
The Boston dentist makes it so.

BOSTON PAINS QUEEN
"ADOLPH

PK"